A Sun Devil’s Key to Safety

“In 2019, Arizona State University-Tempe reported 1,424 incidents related to crime and safety that involved students at or near campus…associated with the school.”

“Downtown Phoenix reported 164 incidents related to crime and safety in 2019. These students-involved incidents took place at or near campus…associated with the school.”

“West reported 43 safety-related incidents involving students on or near campus or at other properties affiliated with the school in 2019.”

According to our student survey 50% of students carry a self defense tools while other do not. There can be multiple reasons why they don’t, one being self defense tools aren’t easily accessible or affordable to all students.

Our mission is to provide all students with self safety tools, that are all made accessible through a Sun Devil’s Key to Safety.

On average a crime on campus happens 26.72 per 1,000 students